Abstract. Let g be the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of a C 3 compact surface of negative curvature. Let \x, be the g-invariant measure of maximal entropy. Let ft be a uniformly parametrized flow along the horocycle foliation, i.e., gh ers = h^g r ; such a flow exists, leaves n invariant, and is unique up to constant scaling of the parameter (Margulis). We show that any measure-theoretic conjugacy: (h, fi) -»{h', fi') is a.e. of the form h' So 0, where 8 is a homeomorphic conjugacy: g^g'.
Introduction
In the last few years, M. Ratner has proven a series of 'rigidity' theorems for classical horocycle flows; see [R4] for a survey of these. In the present paper we obtain a partial generalization, in a geometric context, of her central result in [Rl] .
Ratner's main theorem is most easily described algebraically. Here is a slight specialization of it. Let ^= P S L ( 2 , R) = SL(2, R)/{±identity}. Let F be a lattice subgroup of % i.e. F is discrete and F \ $ has an invariant probability measure /A. On general grounds, fi is unique and is equivalent to the image of the right Haar measure on 'S. Here are three important flows on F\
C S:
(1) the geodesic flow g, given by (2) the expanding horocycle flow h, given by (3) the contracting horocycle flow k, given by
The terminology arises from the connection with geometry, which will be discussed briefly below. The following commutation relations hold: gAg-r = K's and g r k,g-r = k e -,. The theorem may be interpreted geometrically. We shall do so here only for the case when F \^ is compact, since our generalization involves only this case. Let S be a C 3 compact orientable surface of negative curvature, U(S) its unit tangent bundle. There is a natural flow on U(S), again called the geodesic flow and again written g. It has a unique smooth invariant measure. It is a C 2 Anosov flow; thus there exist a foliation 3€ into expanding curves and a foliation JC into contracting curves. We shall assume the metric of 5 to be so normalized, and therefore the speed of g to be so scaled, that g has topological entropy 1. Now consider the special case when S has constant negative curvature. Then the aforementioned normalization has the effect of making the curvature -1 ; and the U(S) which arise from various such 5 are naturally diffeomorphic to the F\ * § arising from various cocompact F. Each of these diffeomorphisms carries g on F\W to g on the corresponding U(S), which is our reason for using the same notation and terminology; and carries h and k on F\® to flows along the curves of Sif and X. The image flows may be characterized geometrically on U(S), up to certain unavoidable ambiguities. Let us again call the image flows h and fc, and the image measure /j.. Then theorem 1.1 translates into this:
(1.2) THEOREM.
If4>: U(S)-* U(S') is a measure-theoretic conjugacy of (h u fi) with (h[, /J,'), then 4> = h' So 6 a.e., where 6 is the lifting of some isometry: S-> S' to the unit tangent bundles.
It is this geometric form of the result which we shall generalize.
In the variable curvature case, in addition to the geodesic flow g, there are again choices of flows h and k along $f and 3V which satisfy appropriate commutation relations with g. The existence of such parametrizations of the curves of H€ and 3if was shown by Margulis [Ma] ; see also Marcus [Ml] ; they are essentially unique. In the constant curvature case they coincide with h and k; but in the general case they are not even C 1 , although they are continuous. One effect of the 'normalization' assumption is to scale the commutation relations properly. There is a unique probability measure /M invariant under h. It is then natural to ask (see [Rl] ) whether something like (1.2) holds. Our result in this context is that for any measure-theoretic isomorphism <j> from (h, /x) to (h, /J.') there is some s 0 such that </ > = h' So 6, where 0 is a homeomorphic conjugacy of g with g'. This is of course much weaker than saying that 6 is the lifting of an isometry between S and S'. But if either M or M' is of constant curvature, then it easily follows that 6 is the lifting of an isometry. Incidentally, there is a natural Riemannian metric on any unit tangent bundle, and
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6 will be the lifting of an isometry // and only if it is an isometry for this metric (theorem 6.1). Our main result, corollary 4.6, is obtained in the possibly more general context where g and g' are C 2 Anosov flows on compact orientable 3-manifolds M and M', and satisfy certain natural conditions which are automatic in the 'geometric' case. It turns out that 6 is actually more than just a homeomorphism: it is in fact a C 1 diffeomorphism (theorem 5.2).
Here is the strategy for the proof of the main result. First, in § 2, we get uniform estimates on the non-integrability of expanding and contracting curves of (g, M): this is proposition 2.6. Switching to Margulis's uniform parametrization, which we indicate by writing h and k, this leads to proposition 3.9, the statement that ft satisfies Ratner's '$f p property' [R3] , which immediately gives corollary 3.10, the generalization to the present context of Ratner's 'Basic Lemma' of [Rl] . This is precisely what was used there to prove, for constant curvature, that <j> is of the form h' Sa il), where ip carries (g, n) to (g', n') as a measure-theoretic conjugacy; and the argument works equally well for variable curvature. Finally, it must be shown that I]J carries (k, /JL ) to (k', fji'); this is proposition 4.1. Our proof is quite different from the original argument in [Rl] which relied on the algebraic nature of the constant curvature case. A significant simplification of our original argument has been found by L. Flaminio; it is in fact Flaminio's simplification which will be given here. In § 6 we describe two results relating to the problem of getting from a homeomorphic conjugacy of geodesic flows to an isometry of surfaces. A. Weinstein provided the main argument for the first of these, and the second is due to J. Smillie. We also obtain, using a result of A. Katok, an isometry result for the case where the homeomorphic conjugacy arises from a small conformal change in a fixed Riemannian metric.
We owe thanks to various people; especially to C. Croke, for teaching one of us enough geometry, during several afternoons at the Upper Level Cafe, to make it possible to carry out § 2; to L. Flaminio for his careful reading of our arguments, and for allowing us to include his simplification of one of them; to M. Ratner for several valuable discussions, and especially for pointing out errors at various stages; and to A. Weinstein for proving the non-trivial part of proposition 6.1. This paper was written with partial support from NSF grants MCS-83-07086 and MCS-81-07092, and from the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley. The first-named author also wishes to thank the School of Mathematics of the University of New South Wales for its assistance and hospitality. Proof (sketch). Following Plante, the aforementioned w A dw is an invariant continuous 3-form on M, and by assumption is not identically zero. So it gives rise to an absolutely continuous invariant measure A on M. By Anosov [A] , this measure must actually be equivalent to any local C 2 coordinate measure; and g is ergodic for A. Then by Livcic and Sinai [L-S] , A has a non-vanishing density with respect to any C 2 coordinate measure.
• 
Proof. Let p, = p(x, s, t), T, = T{X, S, t).
Then
This is because p(x, s + S, t) may be characterized by the property that g p ( x , s + s ,,)
takes some point on the local expanding horocycle curve through k,{x) to some point on the local contracting horocycle curve through h s+s x. Now, lemma 2.4 tells us that
p(h s x, S, TJ = (1 ± e)a(h s x)Sr l ;
and T, is non-zero, having the same sign as /.
• Obviously one may show a similar fact for p as a function of 5 for fixed t.
The uniform parametrization
The flows h and k may be represented in such a way that they satisfy commutation relations with g, as in the case of the geodesic flow on U(S), where S has constant curvature. This parametrization is due to Margulis [Ma] and Marcus [Ml] . 
It is easy to see that m and n are unique up to positive multiplicative constants.
(3.1) Definition. We call these uniform parametrizations.
h and k are uniquely ergodic (as was shown by Marcus [Ml] ), sharing the same invariant probability measure /i, which may also be characterized as the g-invariant probability measure of maximal entropy. This measure ix will always be singular, except in the 'classical' case.
(3.2) Definition. We say g is normalized if the a arising in the commutation relation is e.
/. Feldman and D. Ornstein
g may always be normalized by a constant scaling of its time parameter. In the geodesic flow case, this may be achieved by a constant scaling of the metric. Hereafter we will always assume that g is so normalized. (x, m(x, s ) , n(x, t) 
(a(x,s,t)-s)-(<t(x,(l-y)s,t)-(l~y)s)\^e\a(x,s,t)-s\
) -1) ds', so because of (3.5) and (3.6) it suffices to
via proposition 2.7. To see (a'): again by monotonicity. As before, we 'scale' to get this equal to
But m(-, 8a)->0 uniformly as 8->0, so for sufficiently small 8, this is less than or equal to (5/(^-5)) • \. Thus the entire expression is less than or equal to 8
A_ +1
From this, (b') follows immediately.
• which is close to s±D, and we are done.
• Next, we generalize the 'Basic Lemma' of [Rl] . Proof. This may be shown exactly as in [Rl] . For expository reasons, we include a very brief sketch of the argument. By Lusin's theorem, there is a set X of measure nearly 1 on which <j> is uniformly continuous. Choose x and r so both x and y = g r x lie in X. If r is small, then x' = <j>x will be close to y' = <j>y. Now gJH s x = h e ' s y, so hfX and h e r s y are close, uniformly in 5, provided r is small enough. Then if both h s x and h e ' s y happen to be in X, as will indeed be the case for a large proportion o f s > 0 because of ergodicity of h,then h' s x' = <f>(h s x) will be close to h' e ' s y'= <f>(h e ' s y), uniformly in s. But also h' s x' is close to g' r h' s x' = h e ' s g' r x', uniformly in 5 (see figure 4) .
Then by lemma 3.9, y' must be of the form h' So g' r x', where s 0 depends on x and r. It is then not difficult to verify that this works for all r and a.e. x, and that s 0 is in fact a constant. 
Conjugacy of the contracting flows

Semi-rigidity of horocycle flows 61 image Y' = I(I(Y) has the analogous property for h'. Let W' = X'n Y'. Note that W = «MW), and that fi(W)>l-(0/50).
The argument now proceeds in several steps: (4.2)-(4.6). The argument has similarities to the proof of lemma 3.
Write q(s) for \a-(x, s, t) -e"&'(x', s, w)\, A(s) for a(x, s, t)-s, A'(s) for a'(x', s, w)-s. Notice that A(s)>0
and A'(s)<0, since we are assuming w<0. So 
(N/2) < (j-y')A(N) and A'(N/2) < (^-y)A'(N), so A(N/2)-e"A'(N/2)<$-y)(A(N)-e"A and q(N/2) a (e u -l)N/2-(A(N/2) -e"A'(N/2)) > y(e u -\)N-(\-y)(A(N) -e"A'(N) -(e u>y(e u -\)N-(\-y)D.
But if 8 is small enough then (e u -l)N gets large, making this >D. So in any case, 8 small enough forces q(s)>D somewhere. Let L be the smallest s > 0 with q(s) = D. to D x . Thus P is a union of LWE surfaces, and the Poincare map along LC curves is 1-1 onto between any two of these LWE surfaces. Similarly, P is a union of LC arcs, and the Poincare map along LWE surfaces is 1-1 onto between any two of these LC curves. In figure 5, D o , D, D t are LWE surfaces in P, called 'disks', while A is an LC curve, called a 'segment'. Now we introduce coordinates: in a local cylinder P containing x, we send the point where the segment through g r h s x meets the disk through k,x, to the triple (r, s, t). Call this the standard coordinate system with x as origin. Notice that then the measure fi is, infinitesimally, a fixed multiple of drdsdt; more precisely, we state without proof the following, which may be deduced from the descriptions of ix given, for example, in [B-M] and [Ml] . Let D x (a) = {gXx: \r\, \s\ < a} and S x { B) = {k,x: 0< t < B}. If a and B are small, then there is a (unique) local cylinder P x (a, B) containing D x {a) as a disk and S X (B) as a segment. Now choose e > 0, and subject /3 0 to the further condition that PAfio, Po) always exists and satisfies proposition 4.3 for this e, and analogously for the similarly defined P' X (B O ,B O 
Now we see that (e" -\)L, A(L), and A'(L) are all bounded by a fixed constant multiple of D. Arguing as before: D> q(L/2)> y(e u -\)L-(\-y)D,
In a similar manner to the first condition on B o , we may choose a 0 so small that if A is the set of x in M' o n W for which at least 9/10 of the conditional measure of D' x (a 0 ) lies in A, then fi'(A)> 1 -(0/10). o 0 should also be smaller than B o /2.
Choose positive e o^Bo . We shall also want eja o small; exactly how small will be seen later. Now choose positive S 0 <a 0 , smaller than the e x of this lemma. It should be so small that all segments of P x (a Q , 5,) are shorter than the 5 which would work for lemma 4.2 using i/T 1 instead of tp. 8 0 will also satisfy another smallness condition, which will be described later. Next choose positive 8, < a 0 , and smaller than the S of lemma 4.2, and so small that if x and k,x are in W and ^i{k,x) = g' u KK<l>(x) and 0 < t < 5, then \u\, \v\, \w\ < S o . There will be another smallness condition on S u to be described later. Let v represent the conditional measure on
If e 0 is small enough compared to a 0 then this will be < 1/10. . Then < 2 >0, by proposition 4.2. If 0 < w < w 2 and fe^,x 2 G W, and we write ^"'(fc^Xj) as g r h s k,x 2 , then again 0 < t < t 2 , by proposition 4.2. If also fc' w x 2 is in M' o , then if S o was originally chosen small enough, the entire disk D' of P' through k' w x 2 is mapped by i/f" 1 into the disk E through il/~1(k' w x' 2 ) in R (as before with DJ and £,, although it becomes slightly more intricate). Thus, if we set / = M' o nW'n (segment through x' 2 ), then the image of / in any other segment is also mapped by i/*" 1 into R. Now, J has 1 -0 of the length of the segment through x'; and since the Poincare map is measure-preserving,
2^, by proposition 4.3(c), while n(P') > (1/(1 + e))B'alw x . Thus
Choosing 6 small, then e small, then a 0 as small as required for this e, then e 0 very small, we get concluding the lemma.
• Proof. We show only for t> 0; it is easy then to get the result for negative t as well. Proof. By the previous lemma, for all x in a set JV of measure 1 the set V(x) of t ^0 for which T(x, t)/t<C has full measure on U (use Fubini). We show that for any local cylinder P in M, if is uniformly continuous on Nr^P. [K] based on ideas and work of Livcic [L] shows that, given an isomorphism of the fundamental groups of S and S' which preserves the lengths of the unique closed geodesic in each (free) homotopy class, this isomorphism is induced by a homeomorphic conjugacy of (g, U(S)) and (g 1 , U(S')). Therefore Proof. Let ^ be the group of those homeomorphisms of 6 which commute with g, h, and £ Then each coset of {h s : seU} in ^(h, fj.) contains precisely one member of % We show that % is finite. From the fact that the set {g r h s k,x: \r\, \s\, \t\ < 1} is an open neighbourhood of x, that the action of some 'S on this neighbourhood is completely determined by what it does to x, and that M is compact, one easily gets that <S is compact in the topology of uniform convergence on M.
If 6 in *$ is uniformly within 8 of the identity, then h s 8(x) = 6(h s x) is within 5 of h s x for all s, and lemma 3.9 or corollary 3.10 tells us that 6(x) = h s(x) x for all x, provided S is sufficiently small.
From 6h = hO we get S(h s x) = S(x) for all 5, so from ergodicity of h we get that S is a.e. constant; and since 6 is a homeomorphism, S is everywhere constant. Then from 6g = g6 and g r h s = h e \g T we see that this constant is zero.
• Note that Ratner's proof of the above fact in the constant curvature case [Rl] goes by explicitly describing ^(h, n).
(4.11) Problem (see [R3] ). To what extent do Ratner's other results in [Rl] , [R2] , [R3] Presumably uniform bounds on curvature would be needed. It would probably be necessary first to get a 'uniform parametrization' result and some 'almost unique ergodicity' as in Dani [D] .
Differentiability
Now let us begin with a homeomorphic conjugacy 6 from (g, M) to (g', M'), with g and g' normalized. An easy topological argument shows that such a homeomorphism must take the contracting foliation in M to that in M', and similarly for the expanding foliation. Then uniqueness of the uniform parametrizations show that h is taken to h' and k to k', provided {g, h, k} and {g, h', k'} are properly oriented and properly scaled.
Returning to the notation of § 2, we also have the smooth flows of h and k on M, with infinitesimal generators H and K, and similarly h' and k' on M ' with infinitesimal generators H', K'. Recall also the functions p and p', defined near M x ( 0 , 0 ) and p' defined near M'x(0,0). Define 5 and T by h' s(x , s) (6x) = 6(h s x) and k' nx ,, ) (Ox) =O(k,x) .
(5.1) LEMMA.
S>-*S{-, S) andt<->T(-, t) are continuously differentiate {as functions with values in C°(M')). Proof. p(x,s,t) = p'(6x,S{x,s),T(x,t)).
But p (-,s,t 
dS(-,s) ds ds
Examining the previous argument more carefully, K e) st v a '°0 ( V ) ' so
S(h Sn -,s)T(h Sn -,t)_ st
